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IntroductionIntroduction
•• Heavy quarks: Heavy quarks: c, bc, b and and tt quarks.quarks.

But But tt is short lived and so does not take part in hadronazation. Theris short lived and so does not take part in hadronazation. Therefore, efore, 
only only cc and and b b quarks will form the triply heavy baryons.quarks will form the triply heavy baryons.

•• Heavy baryonsHeavy baryons
Heavy baryons are put into three categories according to their Heavy baryons are put into three categories according to their isoiso--spin. spin. 

1.1. ΛΛcc, , ΛΛbb, , …… I=1 I=1 
2.2. ΞΞcccc, , ΞΞcbcb, , …… I=I=½½
3.3. ΩΩcccccc, , ΩΩccbccb, , ΩΩcbbcbb, , ΩΩbbbbbb I=0  I=0  



Fragmentation functionsFragmentation functions

•• Calculate the following pair of diagrams for Calculate the following pair of diagrams for 
each baryon state in leading order.each baryon state in leading order.







The fragmentation probabilities.



Calculation of the cross sections Calculation of the cross sections 
(LHC)(LHC)

Use the factorization procedureUse the factorization procedure

Need to evolve the fragmentation functions up Need to evolve the fragmentation functions up 
to factorization scale using A.P. equationto factorization scale using A.P. equation
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The total cross sections for different states in The total cross sections for different states in 
various scales at CERN LHC.various scales at CERN LHC.
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